
Leapsmart1
presents....

Yoga for Preschoolers2
Part 1  - The Basics

agenda3
Setting the Stage
Breathing
Your Yoga Session
10 poses
Rest
Review

Yoga 4
is a ritual containing the mental and physical consistency that children crave
offers extreme challenges
can benefit anybody
special needs flourish

Advantages of 
Yoga in the Classroom

5

adapts to your space
can be combined with your curriculum
teaches self regulation through stillness and movement
improves focus with inward concentration

body and mind6
“You canʼt wash one side of a cloth” 

Setting the stage7
sound
space
props
atmosphere

Sound8
gentle sounds- chime
background music
nature sounds



nature sounds
slower and quieter voice

space9
Yoga dots- less fidgeting then mats
Declutter the space

Props10
Scarves
Beanbags
Hoops
Props that are based on a theme (for a rainforest yoga class, bring in a rainstick)

Atmosphere11
Lower the lights 
Use special lights such as Tea lights
Model calmness

Preschool yoga class12
Groundwork, (Breathing, Floor poses)
Action Activity 
Rest

Breathing13
Balloon Breath14

Imagine there is a balloon in your belly
As you take  big breath in through your nose, imagine blowing up the balloon so your belly puffs up. 
Breath out through your mouth like blowing a a bubble and let all the air out of the balloon. 
Take slow breaths 1..2..3..4

Bumblebee Breath15
Bumble bee breath-uses a humming sound “Hmmmm.”

Inhale deeply through your nose.  
Keep the mouth closed and try to exhale and hum for as long as possible:  “Hmm.”
Repeat a few times. 
Try it again with your eyes closed.
Finally, block your ears with your fingers and try it one more time.   



Finally, block your ears with your fingers and try it one more time.   

Bumble Breath Breath, especially with blocked ears, creates an inward focus, helping to ground and center children.
Candle Breath16

Sit or stand up tall.
Claps your hands and bring your fingers together and point them up.
There is your candle! Imagine there is a flame on top.
Breathe in deeply through the nose to fill up the belly.
Slowly blow out the candle.
Calming effect

Lion Breath17
Come into a kneeling position. Imagine yourself as a strong and fierce lion.  
Take a deep inhale through your nose.
Exhale out through your wide open mouth, while sticking out your tongue towards your chin.  Open your eyes wide and let out a ‘ROAR.̓  

Cleansing breath, great for releasing excess energy or emotions.  Also relieves tension in the face, neck and body. 
Your Yoga session18
Tips for success19

have a clear beginning, middle and end to the Yoga session- connect with imagery
adjust poses/activities to fit the childʼs needs
include props, familiar songs, a sense of humor and fun!
incorporate touch to relax and assist

10 poses- ground work20

 twisty flower 

21
can a fish swim down the river? 

22
move arms in a rowing motion to help balance

23
what foods can go on the table?

24



what foods can go on the table?
24

sounds can accompany this pose   
Put it together in a Yoga Journey25
Songs 26

Add familiar songs
Row row your boat
Twinkle
Can we invent movement ideas for the Wheels on the Bus?

Action Activity27
Teacher provides music for dancing
When the music stops, children create the pose that teacher indicates
This activity promotes self regulation, spatial awareness and fun!

Yoga relaxation28
guided imagery such as “Peaceful Butterfly”
“flop test” to release muscles
breathing with a beanbag
stillness encourages listening
space: mat provides boundaries 

Review29
Repetition and adaptation
Set the stage with sound, light, props, atmosphere
Begin with breathing, end with rest
weave a story

what is your take-Away?30
how will you bring yoga into your school day?

Questions?31

Contact 32
visit www.leapsmart.org
monica@leapsmart.org
for coaching, additional training and information that will help you in your classroom!



monica@leapsmart.org
for coaching, additional training and information that will help you in your classroom!


